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True art and ego-art 
 

An artist depicts Reality. 
An ego depicts itself, the self, ego. 
Ego(-art) (re)presents form as form in itself, unconnected to and without referring to 

the Formless, the Essence of Form. In ego-art, by definition self-obsessed, the creator is 
concerned with his relation to the world, which is always inherently egoic. An artist not 
bound to Ego doesn’t have a connection, relation to the world. There is representation, 
reflection, mirror. Reality revealed by this artist includes both the One, or the Essence, as well 
as its derivative, the Dual (or the illusion of separation, of independent forms, of ego). 

Oftentimes artistic expressions of the ego are spoken of highly, in the first place by 
little ego itself but often also by others, other egos, who, in doing so together create a false 
art(ificial) world, a ‘reality’ which has nothing to do any more with Reality. An ego 
expressing itself in art is however – except in form – in no fundamental manner different from 
ego expressing itself by cursing – to name but one example – if it didn’t get what it expected 
or wanted. Nothing wrong with cursing, by the way. An expression of ego is an expression of 
ego. Ego expresses itself – to no avail, in art and whatever form – to be released of (the pain 
of) its cramp. Visiting the bathroom and producing a marvellous natural turd is without any 
doubt an incomparably more beautiful act than the production of an ego-artwork in which the 
alleged reality of separation is (unconsciously) given rein to (with all subtle but painful 
consequences for this world that is not insensitive to ego-deeds). 

To name a known example, Piet Mondriaan’s surfaces and lines, one way or another 
‘elevated’ to art, ‘neatly’ and accurately mirror ego’s desire for separation. 

Ego deems itself too good, too important to ‘simply’ represent Reality, the Dual in the 
Sight and the Light of the One. ‘Desperately’ it wants to add something to Reality, namely 
itself. It seeks to make its own form more important than the One, the Formless. The One 
needs to be obscured, ego-form placed in the spotlight on the foreground. It doesn’t use form 
to picture the Formless One, to reproduce the unmistakably existing intrinsic pain of form in 
relation to painless Formlessness in which it – Consciously – wants to return, but sneakingly 
calls for worship for or admiration of, or at least (energetic) attention for the form that ego is 
identifying with, connected with its unreal (in itself pain concealing) longing forever to persist 
as form. 

This illusory ego-urge, indulged in in whatever art form, evokes in the sensitive 
spectator or listener (who hasn’t lost contact with or as the One) a natural sensation of (slight 
or strong) revulsion or even disgust. This sensation, by the way, has got nothing to do with a 
(possibly negative) value-judgement about the (ego-)artwork in question. In the end 
judgement does not exist. Only ego, fearful of feeling, clutches at judgement not grounded in 
Reality, judgement ‘arising’ by grace of and as not-feeling (by and as a splitting off from) 
Reality. In our egoic world also True art can evoke revulsion in fact, it even may do so more 
easily. This aversion embodies physical-energetic resistance to anything that has to do with 
Truth. It is a (‘spiritual’) misunderstanding to assume that Truth is and could be popular (in a 
world dominated by ego). It is also true, however, that Truth packaged in the form of art 
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normally is more easily digestible for most than when It is straightly outspoken or even 
Directly and actually lived as Conscious body. 

Ego ‘exists’ by grace of the fear of not choosing for one side of and in the Duality of 
existence. In practice this means that ego chooses for the painless side of life and at all came 
into being by this choice. Thus, art focusing on the painless side of life, on entertainment, on 
attempting to please with (and as) form(s) often supports and entrenches ego, furthering not-
feeling the whole of Life. This doesn’t mean at all that art focused on the other side of life, the 
painful side – apparently troubling man – would be ego-undermining by definition, or would 
diminish separation by the very demonstration of the pain inherent in the experienced 
separation. This is not so when it fails to transcend the personal. 

The question if Truth – or rather (more) ego – shines through in a work of art is in fact 
and ultimately not even partially but totally dependent on the state of Realization of the 
concerning artist. By definition someone cannot reach further than the length of his arm. Ego 
cannot create egoless or low-ego art. It is, however, not that simple. It never is when Oneness 
and Duality coexist simultaneously (which is always the case). Because man is in Essence 
Egoless, it is not impossible for many artists (notably) to let go of Ego and be part of the 
Bigger Reality while busy with creating – with consequences for the (hidden) quality of the 
piece of art – even if the artist ‘suddenly’ reclaims it for him- or herself afterwards, claims 
that he or she created it (or even denies this egoically, out of false modesty). Ego consists of 
several layers, however, running parallel to (but inversely proportional to, as it exists as 
natural resistance to) the Evolutionary stages of Consciousness. It is not impossible but 
mostly not very probable that the artist would (‘accidentally’) pass through the more subtle 
(but powerful) layers of ego while creating art. 

If the artist realized the Egoless state, which is only possible by knowing and Seeing 
all of ego, then he is free to use in his work all (sorts of) forms – the (so called) lowest and 
highest – that depict the (Ultimate) Truth, Oneness of Oneness and Duality. By definition this 
Oneness always resonates or shines through in his work, even when he merely seems to direct 
himself towards either Oneness or Duality in his creation. Just as one cannot make oneself to 
be larger than one is (or realizes oneself to be), one cannot make ‘oneself’ smaller. This 
(Ultimate) Oneness – beyond love, peace or even consciousness (each being one side of the 
Dual) – can only be Recognized (Truly, beyond intuition) if the art spectator or listener Lives 
the same state of Consciousness or is (temporarily) drawn into it, Consciousness sacrificed 
into but not lost in the inherent pain that Unconsciousness is. 

Besides, art as a separate activity does not exist any more in a state of Oneness. This 
‘artist’ truly cannot tell where art ends or begins, nor even what art is. With all his Heart he 
Lives Reality and gives, represents this Reality. There is no identification at all with ‘an artist’ 
or art. He doesn’t make art. He doesn’t give a shit about the entire art. He (merely) gives 
himself – as no-self, as, in and to Reality. There is but Reality, continuous living the pain and 
limitation of the Formless as form – and on the other hand and even simultaneously, living the 
joy and freedom of form as Formlessness – no longer struggling with the Struggle that Life as 
Oneness and Duality is. 
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Feeling, experiencing openly is the Gateway to Consciousness, to the One. In the end 
there can even be no distinction anymore between feeling and Consciousness. True art 
provokes feeling instead of thought, answering (impersonally) the Lie in its broadest sense, 
answering the denial of Consciousness as the Inseparable Totality. Eternal and inherently 
separate reasoning is bypassed while (direct) feeling and experiencing of a larger, non-
separate, not in life and thinking (or ideas) about life split up (and thereby diluted, veiled and 
distorted) Reality is stimulated and triggered. Packaged and reduced in an art form, 
Consciousness leads or drags you (as Itself) towards Itself, Consciousness, to That Which is 
beyond Ego – while ego prefers safe reasoning about art (as it does about everything else). 
Often ego-art sprouts from ideas (instead of Necessity) and from childish, unconscious and 
not (fully) desired feelings, all related to unconsciousness and resistance to becoming 
conscious. 

The ‘artist’ portraying the (Ultimate) Oneness in his work is not at all attached to 
Oneness (as one ‘side’ of the duality of Oneness and Duality) – as (often boring and un-Alive) 
spiritual art (unconsciously) is, with clean ‘dead’ new age-music as one of its most easily 
recognizable expressions. He uses all appropriate and applicable forms to display blind spots, 
or at all unconsciousness, of human forms. As a mirror he reflects the cramp of that which is 
not-One (of Ego). He himself doesn’t want anything with all of this (for himself nor for 
others, other selves). He (merely) exists as a Reflection of the Longing of each (human) form 
for (disappearance into) the One, of the Universal tendency of becoming Conscious (as the 
One). His only ‘satisfaction’ (at least in this world of form, of Duality) arises when his 
Reflection is received, when Consciousness is not denied (with or without ‘his’ art). But in 
humility he often or even continuously lives the frustration of the contrary. 

The True Artist no longer is an artist. Art returned into Life. He is a Life-artist. The 
artist who lives the Truth Transcends Unconsciousness into Consciousness. He uses art (or: 
form) as an integrated part of this (natural) process from the moment he – and this is to 
happen time and again – paved a way through the mist of Unconsciousness (towards Formless 
Consciousness), but also as a manifestation of this process, as reflection. Being part of Life 
He must give this Transcendence a form. He has no choice. Formless Consciousness is faced 
with the impossible and inherently frustrating – but inspiring – task to express, manifest Itself 
in form (in unconsciousness). 

Both art stemming from ego caught in Dual or ‘normal’ life and therefore ego-
reproducing, as well as art stemming from spiritual ego that is supposedly separate from 
Duality and is attempting to portray merely Oneness, are in principle not interesting – at least 
not if we take the evolution of Consciousness in (a) human(ity) as a starting point for ‘being 
interesting’. It becomes interesting on the cutting-edge, in the friction of Oneness and Duality, 
where Consciousness and Unconsciousness conduct their ever present and vibrant Struggle, 
where the inherent pain in this is being brought to light, where confusion between the (at least 
seemingly different) realities of Oneness and Duality can no longer be ignored. Here, in this 
friction (or pain) revealed by art, consciousness ‘grows’ (even when the spectator or listener 
at first has resistance, a defensive reaction, against that which transpires through the piece of 
art). 
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The ‘true’, ego-dislodging artist can employ shocking forms to display the deeper 
Truth. This is even necessarily so and is deployed not to shock for its own sake, as an egoic 
activity, as a pass-time, but as ego exists as ‘frozen truth’ the artist feels a natural impulse to 
defrost the (ego-)mess, to shake it up, so that his work, his exhibit of a Deeper or Living 
Truth, can at all be received. To this end, vibrating ego loose from its sleeping state is 
necessary (and natural for that matter). Ego cannot See his work. First the artist must give 
eyes and ears so that the Depth of his work can be felt. By the way it can be noticed that the 
Power of an artist’s work (or the Truth transpiring through his oeuvre) is better experienced 
by absorbing all or a bigger part of his oeuvre and not just one of his ‘accidental’ artistic 
expressions, although in the first case it will become apparent that the whole – in fact his state 
of Consciousness –manifests itself in each and every one of his separate works. 

Vibrating loose stuck ego by the artless artist is most directly tangible in the form of 
music, with the voice or singing as its most direct instrument, although – for instance – 
writing (not primarily from the head but from the Heart) can also be very direct. In both cases, 
this (potential Power of) ego-loosening or (slow, hardly perceptible or sudden) shocking is 
again dependent on the state of Consciousness of the artist, and – perhaps strangely enough – 
not in the first place on the capacity to receive. The ‘true’ artist (or rather the Truth through 
him) creates his ‘own’ reception, even though at a superficial level, in the world of form, of 
ego, it often seems that precisely his transpiring Truth is not caught. Consciously feeling this 
resistance in and as the Open Ego-less Heart is what creates the reception in fact, no matter if 
this is directly perceptible or not (which is usually the case). By nature Consciousness – 
although Itself timeless – works slowly in the world of form. Unconsciousness (of form) isn’t 
very keen on accepting and consciously feeling the pain in the process of becoming conscious 
(which would (greatly) diminish inertia). 

The fact that the (Egoless or, better said, Ego-Transcending) artist creates his 
audience, his reception, doesn’t, by the way, alter the fact that he is merely a Reflection of the 
always present Longing of Ego to melt and explode the burden that it is into the One. 

True, the visual arts are less direct, but also they have possibilities to show Reality, 
Truth and snub Ego, or: the denial of (the Whole) Reality, of Truth. Other forms of art, such 
as making love, conversing and orating can also be very direct, by the way. But somehow, in 
ego’s urge for expansion throughout society, also art is prey to ego, to separation, to square-
mindedness. Art as an activity apart from life, at most pointing at life as an observer, not as 
Life Itself, necessarily also furthered (creating) ego-art a lot, personal or cramped or ego-
celebrating art. Notably throughout the past century ego-art proliferated explosively – which, 
although not True, is not in itself wrong. This proliferation obviously cannot be seen in 
isolation from the simultaneous (enormous) growth of ego throughout society, in people in 
general, during that period. On the other hand, precisely because of this wild rise of Ego – by 
definition even and in light of a correct understanding of the nature of Duality this is clear – 
Consciousness of ((the pain of) Ego and thereby of) Non-ego becomes stronger (and 
stronger). Consciousness thrives with so much pain of separation, whether this is being 
expressed in as such considered art or in other (creative) ways. 
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Ego-art and True art. In practice and in light of the simultaneous reality of Oneness 
and Duality in the world and in each human being (and artist), it will be very hard – and often 
even impossible – to differentiate, to interpret an artwork from this perspective (which is in 
itself not necessary). A good understanding of these ‘archetypes’ (or reality related models) 
can, however, increase Awareness (also when there exists no moral postulating that this 
should be so). In all of this ‘True’ art should not be understood as higher or better or even 
‘genuine’ art but as True in the sense of Egoless, representing the Whole and always keeping 
That in mind and heart. It is not cramped in self-obsession, in the urge to utter certain 
personally favourite and binding ego identifications reproducing unconsciousness. True art is 
merely True, no art. 


